just color!
coloring printables & activities from www.1plus1plus1equals1.net

Dinosaurs
Color to Match!
dinosaur
1. Color the spots purple
2. Color the horns red
3. Color the egg green
4. Color the toes yellow
5. Color the tongue pink
6. Color the face and legs blue
7. Color the crown orange
Count and Color

Color the third dinosaur blue.
Color the first dinosaur red.
Color the fourth dinosaur orange.
Color the second dinosaur black.
Color the sixth dinosaur yellow.
Color the fifth dinosaur green.
Find and Color

I am black spots on my back.
I am a baby in an egg.
I have short arms and a big head.
I have a long neck and a long tail.
I have spikes on my back and tail and the letter Dd on my belly.